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Agenda

- Changes since -02
- New RADIUS objects?
- Ready for WGLC?
Change Summary

- removed configuration-source identities
- removed configuration-source leaf from ntp and dns to choose configuration source
  - now relying on a generic solution to solve the data source identification problem
  - draft-bierman-netconf-get2-02.txt proposed a solution for this problem
RADIUS enhancements

- Email from Jeffrey Lange requesting more objects to identify the authentication type
  - 1) Should this be included in the draft
  - 2) Should more types be defined (MS-CHAP / MS-CHAPv2 / SIP Digest / LEAP / Cisco LEAP / etc…), this gets tricky for things like EAP-TLS where you also need to configure keying material.
  - 3) How does the client determine which auth types the server supports?
Proposed Changes

- Add radius-authentication-type identity base and define some initial identities
- Add authentication-type leaf to /system/radius container
Ready for WGLC?

- Is the -03 draft ready for a working group last call?
  - No new features added recently
  - We may continue to get requests for new objects as long as the work item is open